WANTED

SUPER PROGRAMMER

(Who wants to become the CTO of a startup within a few months!)

for

A LOS ANGELES BASED STARTUP COMPANY

WHO ARE WE?
One entrepreneur and a few international investors.

WHO IS THE SUPER-PROGRAMMER?
Ambitious, brilliant and unafraid technical talent, who believes that they “know it all” about coding apps and considers themselves to be a super-star who is yet to be discovered.
The super-programmer codes an app with the same ease that normal people boil an egg.

WHAT’S THE DEAL?
First - we want to hire the super-programmer to code the MVP of our app.
Later - if they prove to be made out of CTO material, we want to offer them the position.

DROP US A LINE TO GET CONSIDERED
IAmSuperProgrammer@gmail.com
Please tell us:
• What makes you a supper-programmer?
• Your contact details.